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Abstract 

In the process of formation control, in addition to solving the formation tracking 
problem, it is also necessary to consider issues such as avoiding obstacles. This paper 
combines the previously mentioned formation tracking control algorithm based on the 
improved particle swarm optimization algorithm with the artificial potential field 
method. It is expected that the task of avoiding obstacles can be completed in the process 
of formation tracking. Experiments have proved the effectiveness of the algorithm to 
avoid obstacles while tracking the formation. 
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1. Introduction 

As humans attach importance to marine resources and in-depth exploration of marine resources, the 

functions of a single AUV can no longer meet the needs of humans, and the research on formation 

control based on multiple AUVs has emerged. In recent years, domestic and foreign research on 

formation control of underwater robots [1,2,3] has been vigorously developed, among which several 

typical control methods are the leader-follwer method[4,5,6], behavior-based method [7,8]. and 

artificial potential field method [9]. 

In the leader-follwermethod, robots are usually divided into two types: pilot and follower. In this 

method, the movement state of the formation, such as the direction of travel, is usually determined 

by the pilot robot. The biggest advantage of this method is its simplicity, but its biggest disadvantage 

is also obvious, because it relies too much on a single pilot robot, and if the pilot robot fails, the 

overall formation task will fail. 

Behavior-based methods are often applied to mobile robots. Several common behaviors are specified. 

There are different control schemes for different behaviors. However, the most obvious problem with 

this method is that it does not have a clear formation expression and cannot Form a specific desired 

formation. 

The artificial potential field method mainly regards the action of the target point and obstacle point 

on the robot as gravitation and repulsion, respectively. The two generate gravitational field and 

repulsive force field, and the robot can be planned for a safety under the combined force of the two. 

To ensure that obstacles can be avoided. This article first focuses on the obstacle avoidance 

characteristics of this method. In an envisaged environment with static obstacles, by introducing this 

method, a safe path is planned for the entire formation. 

In fact, a basic problem of formation control is the problem of formation tracking. Regarding this 

problem, the literature [10,11] has introduced in detail, and proposed a formation tracking control 

scheme based on the SOM intelligent algorithm. The experiment proved that the algorithm is in 

formation tracking. Validity on the issue. But SOM is a clustering algorithm. In the formation task, 

the desired point is input to the input layer, and the real position of the AUV is output in the output 
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layer. Whether there are two or more AUVs in the winning community initially. Then, they will 

compete with the same expectation point, and only one will become the winning AUV. Then, one or 

more AUVs in the remaining winning neighborhood may not be able to cluster to another desired 

point because it(s) may not be one or more of the required points. In the end, the formation cannot be 

formed. 

Aiming at the formation tracking problem, the literature [12] also proposed an intelligent algorithm, 

which improved the traditional particle swarm optimization algorithm and replaced the global 

optimum with the formation expectation point of each AUV. It was also proved through experiments. 

The effectiveness of the method, this method does not have the problem that a certain AUV in the 

above-mentioned SOM algorithm cannot cluster to the desired point. At the same time, the paper has 

also done experiments using this method to achieve formation formation change and recovery, which 

proves the effectiveness of this method in formation change and recovery. Based on the superiority 

of this method, this paper chooses to use this method as the method of formation tracking control.  

In summary, this article mainly combines the improved PSO with the traditional artificial potential 

field method to complete the task of forming a formation to cross static obstacles. During the crossing, 

the formation must be changed to pass through the narrow area, and after the obstacle area is safely 

passed, the formation must be able to return to the original formation. The main contribution of this 

paper is also here: the formation can realize the transformation and recovery of the formation while 

smoothly passing through the obstacle area. 

The arrangement of the subsequent chapters of this article can be summarized as follows: The second 

section of this article will make a detailed analysis and description of the problem to be solved in the 

article. In the third section of this article, first, we will make a simple introduction to the traditional 

artificial potential field method. After analysis, the fusion algorithm proposed in this article will be 

introduced in detail and the algorithm flow will be given. Finally, a simulation experiment based on 

the fusion algorithm proposed in this article will be given. The results of the experiment will be 

analyzed and discussed accordingly. In the fourth part of the article, the content of the full text will 

be summarized. 

 

Fig. 1 The formation desired path 

 

2. Problem Description 

In Figure 1, a typical working space of this article is given. As shown in the figure, in a two-

dimensional space with two static obstacles, (the static obstacles are shown as ellipses and rectangles 
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filled with brown), at first there are four AUVs randomly distributed (shown by the green solid 

circles) ). At the same time, in the initial position, the figure shows an expected formation (encircled 

by five blue dashed lines). It is expected that the entire four-aircraft formation can form a formation 

as shown in the desired formation to pass through a narrow static obstacle area. If the initial formation 

is too wide to pass through, then many AUV groups can be automatically transformed into a font and 

are traversing After the obstacle area is removed, the formation can be restored to its original shape. 

The expected change process of the formation is shown in Figure 2. 

 

Fig. 2 The change of the formation shape 

 

3. Algorithm Introduction and Simulation Experiment 

The second section of this article presents the problems to be solved in this article. To solve this 

problem, first of all, the process of formation crossing the obstacle area is still a process of formation 

tracking, and there are also many studies on the formation tracking algorithm. For example, [10] 

proposed a formation tracking strategy based on the SOM algorithm, but Because this method is a 

clustering algorithm, in the process of allocating virtual points in the formation, it is easy to make 

multiple AUVs compete for a point at the same time, which leads to the formation of certain 

formations, which cannot be guaranteed, and it is also a kind of intelligence. Algorithm, the improved 

particle swarm optimization algorithm proposed in [12] does not have this limitation, but can form 

various desired formations. About this point, Section 3.3.2 of this article will give a simulation 

experiment to prove it. Therefore, this paper chooses an improved particle swarm optimization 

algorithm as the formation tracking algorithm. As for the problem of crossing the obstacle area, the 

advantages of artificial potential field method can be summarized in the previous literature. It can be 

said that the artificial potential field method has a very wide range of applications in the field of 

obstacle avoidance. So this paper proposes a strategy: combine the improved particle swarm 

optimization algorithm with the artificial potential field method, and plan the obstacle avoidance path 

at the same time in the process of completing the formation tracking. 

Section 3.1 of this chapter will give a brief introduction to the artificial potential field method, section 

3.2 will make a detailed analysis of the fusion algorithm proposed in this article, and give the 

simulation results and analysis based on the fusion algorithm proposed in this article in section 3.3. 

3.1 Introduction to Artificial Potential Field Method 

The artificial potential field method was first proposed by Oussama Khatib [13]. The core idea of this 

method is to introduce the concept of potential field force in physics into the robot's motion 

environment. The force of the target point on the robot during the robot movement is regarded as 

gravitational force, and the force acting on the robot by obstacles in the motion space is regarded as 

the repulsive force, and a safe path is planned by the combined force of the gravitational force and 

the repulsive force. The planned path can often pass through the obstacle area safely. Specifically, 

the artificial potential field method is as follows: 

This method uses the potential function U to establish an artificial potential field. The potential (field) 

function is a differentiable function. The value of the potential function at a point in space represents 

the strength of the potential field at that point. The simplest potential function is the gravitational/ 

repulsive potential function. The idea of its role is very simple: make the target attractive to the robot, 
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and obstacles repel the robot. The potential function U(q) at a certain point q is expressed as the sum 

of gravitational potential and repulsive potential: 

                           (1) 

Among them, the most common gravitational potential function expression is as follows:  
2

( ) 1/ 2 ( , )att goalU q q qd=                           (2) 

The parameter  in formula (2) is the gravitational gain, which represents the distance between the 

current point q and the target point qgoa. 

On the other hand, the expression of the repulsion function is as follows: 

                     (3) 

In formula (3), D(q) represents the distance from point q to its nearest obstacle, which is the repulsion 

gain, and Q* represents the threshold of the effective distance of the obstacle. If the distance between 

a certain point and the obstacle is greater than this threshold distance, the obstacle will not have a 

repulsive force on the point, that is, the obstacle’s repulsive force on the point is zero. 

According to the gradient descent method, the gradient of the aforementioned potential function is 

calculated separately, and then the gravitational force generated by the target point and the repulsive 

force generated by the obstacle can be obtained.  

3.2 The combination of the improved PSO and APF 

Based on the artificial potential field method in the previous section, the group of robots can be safely 

routed in the obstacle space. For the formation tracking of the group of robots, an improved particle 

swarm optimization algorithm is selected in this article. The detailed introduction and The analysis is 

described in detail in the literature [12]. The process of formation tracking is briefly introduced here. 

According to previous literature, formation tracking is the process by which a group of robots track 

key points in a virtual formation. Each update of a formation key point can be regarded as a step in 

formation tracking. Among them, the update of formation key points can be expressed by the 

following formula: 

                    (4) 

In formula (4), Tari(n), represents the position of the i-th key point at the n-th step. The meaning of 

the above formula is: the position of the i-th key point in the virtual formation at the time of formation 

tracking at the n-th step is equal to its position at the n-1 step The sum of the position and the step 

length of the single step. 

The specific fusion algorithm can be shown in the following algorithm 2. First, the improved PSO is 

used to make the randomly distributed AUVs in the two-dimensional space form the initial desired 

formation, and then the distance between the pilot AUV and the obstacle is continuously compared 

to observe whether the distance is within If the obstacle is within the effective distance, use the 

artificial potential field method to plan the route for the pilot AUV. At the same time, the formation 

is changed, and the formation becomes a straight shape, so continue to update other key points in the 

virtual formation The path of the points makes the desired formation can be changed into a font. And 

use the improved PSO to realize the formation tracking after changing the formation. 

However, if the distance between the pilot AUV and the obstacle is not within the effective range of 

the obstacle, you can directly update the key points in the virtual formation according to formula (4), 

and continue to apply the improved PSO to achieve formation tracking. 

The above process is repeated until the group of AUVs has crossed the obstacle area and the formation 

is restored to the original shape and then the program is terminated. 
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3.3 Simulation 

Based on the previous theoretical analysis and the proposed algorithm, this section conducts 

experiments on a group of 4-AUV formations to analyze the effectiveness of the strategy proposed in 

this article. The experiment to prove the effectiveness of the algorithm will be in 3.3 Section .1 gives 

a detailed introduction, and the reasons for choosing improved PSO as the formation tracking 

algorithm instead of the SOM algorithm will be introduced in section 3.3.2. 

Algorithm 2: Formation tracking 

1. According to the improved PSO [12], the initial formation shape is formed at the start 

position; 

2. Repeat: 

3. Compare the distance (d) (between the leader AUV and the obstacles) with the obstacle-

effect distance ( ); if d> , update the key points by formula (4), and use the improved PSO to 

trace the formation;  

4. If 𝑑 ≤ 𝑄∗, plan a path for the leader position in virtual formation by using APF method, then 

update the rest key points to make the virtual formation be formed a line type; 

5. Using the improved PSO again, make a formation transformation; 

6. Until the formation goes through the obstacle area and restore the initial formation. 

 

3.3.1 Algorithm Effectiveness 

In Figure 1 above, the expected path of the formation in this paper is depicted. In this section, the real 

path of formation tracking based on improved PSO and artificial potential field method is shown in 

Figure 3 below. In the figure, the ellipse and rectangle are obstacles. When the pilot AUV perceives 

that the obstacle area is in an unsafe range (that is, the entire formation may collide in the past), the 

virtual formation begins to deform, and each AUV in the formation tracks the virtual formation The 

change made them stay away from obstacles until the pilot AUV monitored that the entire formation 

had escaped from an unsafe area, and the formation began to resume its original formation. Therefore, 

in Figure 3, we can observe the process of forming a formation from a rigid structure to a straight 

shape as shown in Figure 2 and then back to a rigid structure. The actual effect diagram of formation 

tracking depicted in Figure 3 is in line with the expectations mentioned above, which can fully prove 

the effectiveness of the method proposed in this paper. 

 

 

Fig. 3 The real paths of the formation through a given area 
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3.3.2 The superiority of improved PSO algorithm over SOM algorithm 

The improved PSO used in this paper is a local search method. By using this method, the group of 

robots can track the virtual formation and make each robot finally converge to the desired key point. 

Based on this method, once the desired key points are given, regardless of the randomness of the 

initial distribution of the group AUV, the group of robots can form the desired formation surrounded 

by these desired points. However, the formation tracking algorithm based on the SOM algorithm 

proposed in [10] does not necessarily form any desired formation. 

In this section, in order to compare whether the improved PSO and SOM algorithms can form certain 

formations, the triangular formation in literature 16 and the rigid shape of the initial formation in this 

article are used. First, try to use the SOM algorithm to form the rigid shape proposed in this article, 

and record the tracking error of each robot formation and draw it into a graph, as shown in Figure 4 

below, which depicts the change of the formation tracking error of each AUV with the number of 

iterations. It can be seen that the formation tracking error of three AUVs can finally converge to the 

desired point as the number of iterations increases, while AUV 4 cannot converge to its desired point, 

which means that this method cannot be used to form this article. The initial formation. 

 

Fig. 4 Formation error of each AUV by using SOM method to form the rigid 

 

Fig. 5 Formation error of each AUV by using the improved PSO method to form the triangle shape 
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Then, try to use the improved PSO method to form the triangle-shaped desired formation proposed 

in the literature [10], and record the formation tracking error of each AUV. Figure 5 reflects the 

variation of the formation tracking error of each AUV with the number of iterations. It can be seen 

from the figure that the formation tracking error of all AUVs decreases as the number of iterations 

increases, and finally converges to zero. Therefore, formation tracking based on improved PSO can 

form a desired triangular formation. 

In summary, in terms of formation of multiple formations, the improved PSO can form a variety of 

different shapes, while the SOM algorithm cannot form arbitrary formations. Therefore, this paper 

uses the combination of improved PSO and artificial potential field method to achieve the task of 

smoothly crossing obstacles in formation. 

4. Conclusion 

For a 4-AUV formation, in a simulation space with two static obstacles, it is expected that it can 

successfully complete the task of traversing the obstacle zone while achieving formation tracking. 

This paper proposes a scheme that combines the artificial potential field method with the improved 

particle swarm optimization algorithm. The effect of static obstacles on each AUV is regarded as the 

repulsion force. When the formation travels within the effective radius of the obstacle, the artificial 

potential field method is used to re-plans the path and changes the virtual formation to make it straight 

so that the formation can smoothly pass through the narrow area. When the formation crosses the 

obstacle area, the formation can resume its original formation. This paper proves the feasibility of the 

above process through experiments, and proves the effectiveness of the fusion algorithm proposed in 

this paper to realize the above problems. 

In real life, the environment where multiple AUV formations tasks have to face the influence of 

dynamic obstacles, ocean currents and other factors. In this paper, it is far from enough to consider 

the distance application based on static obstacles. Therefore, in future research, the influence of 

factors such as dynamic obstacles and ocean currents will be gradually added, and pool experiments 

will be considered. 
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